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Regulated utilities generally record depreciation of utility plants in their financial statements using the 
straight line method over a period consistent with recovery periods approved in the regulatory 
process.  This newsletter focuses on the challenges arising from the interaction between depreciation 
rates and methods approved by a regulator for billing customers and depreciation requirements under 
United States generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP).  
 
A phase-in plan includes any form of ratemaking by a regulator whereby allowable costs, including 
capital costs, are deferred and included in rates over a period that is longer than the costs would 
otherwise be recognized as an expense under GAAP, including alternative methods of depreciation 
that would not be in accordance with GAAP, such as a sinking fund or a method where depreciation 
rates gradually increase over time.    
 
The concept of a phase-in plan was developed in the 1980’s to deal with rate “shock” in the electrical 
industry as capital intensive nuclear power plants came online. For these new plants traditional rate-
making procedures would establish rates to recover the allowable costs of the plant where the return 
on the investment in the plant would lead to a spike in rates at the beginning of the plant’s life with a 
declining rate profile thereafter. In order to avoid a rate spike, regulators sometimes set rates to be 
billed to customers based on lower depreciation rates in early years than what is applied under GAAP 
such that the overall rates are levelized over a period of time.   
 
For example, if plant depreciation for GAAP purposes in the first year is $10M, rates might be 
levelized such that $3M is billed to customers related to depreciation in that year. In the absence of 
FAS 92, utilities using rate-regulated accounting would have recorded a regulatory asset of $7M in the 
first year relating to the difference in depreciation.  The theory is that this regulatory asset would be 
recovered in later years by charging customers more than the GAAP depreciation rate.  
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During the 1980’s there was a concern about electrical utilities recognizing large regulatory assets that 
would continue to grow indefinitely. Accordingly, the FASB developed FAS 92 as a blanket prohibition 
of the recognition of phase-in plan related regulatory assets1.  
 
Although FAS 92 was driven by a concern about the realizabilty of such assets for certain electrical 
utilities, the standard is not restricted to those regulatory assets with questionable collection profiles 
nor is the scope of the standard restricted to electrical utilities. Accordingly, even where such a 
regulatory deferral is fully supported by committed customers and realizability of the asset is virtually 
assured (which is often the case for regulated pipelines; for example), FAS 92 would prohibit 
recognition of the regulatory deferral for GAAP financial statements.  
 
When a utility is prohibited from recognizing assets relating to deferred depreciation, revenue related 
to recovery of depreciation from customers is typically recognized as it is billed / earned. This means 
that as the utility ages the income profile can increase to reflect that rates allow for charges to 
customers higher than GAAP depreciation.  
 
Many Canadian utilities following GAAP have not historically applied FAS 92 as outlined in this 
newsletter. The application of this standard is complex and requires significant judgement. 
Notwithstanding the diversity in practice and inconsistent application of the standard in the Canadian 
context, our current view is that the standard applies to all utilities with newly completed plants that 
defer recovery of costs beyond the period which would be expensed under GAAP. We encourage 
companies considering the recognition of depreciation related regulatory assets to seek advice from 
their accounting advisors. 
 
 

                                                             
1 Limited grandfathering was permitted for plants existing before 1988 and deferral methods routinely used by a particular 

regulator before 1982. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
This publication has been prepared for general guidance on matters of interest only, and does not constitute professional advice. It does not take 
into account any objectives, financial situation or needs of any recipient; any recipient should not act upon the information contained in this 
publication without obtaining independent professional advice. No representation or warranty (express or implied) is given as to the accuracy or 
completeness of the information contained in this publication, and, to the extent permitted by law, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, its members, 
employees and agents do not accept or assume any liability, responsibility or duty of care for any consequences of you or anyone else acting, or 
refraining to act, in reliance on the information contained in this publication or for any decision based on it. 
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